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A poem i sent a girl to let her know what kind of a friend shi is to me
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i think you're so amazing
so funny, deep and true
youre probably the only thing
that can make me feel new
people dont understand you
if only they took some time
to stop and chat and think and do
but to know you is to love you too

i try to to talk to others
whenever i felt blue
but deep down inside me
i knew i wanted you
to listen to my pain
to make me right again
but if you weren't there i'd understand
as i knew we'd both come through

i feel i have known you for all my life
through thick and thin and to the knife
but we tell each other what we need
to make ourselves right so we dont bleed
i feel everyone who knows you
is blessed for your presence
as you are truly special
we all hate your absence
but to hate you is impossible

Those who have lost you in past times
would probably do well to read this rhyme
as i think it really describes you best
a triumph against all the rest
i know i have missed out certain things
but theres not enough ink to write everything

youre humor, your past, your life in whole
your family, your friends, all so bold
You're an inspiration to all you have known
you're presence feels just like home
so warm, so comfortable, so forgiving
sanctuary, joy, and memories not forgotten



Nicky, i hope you understand what you mean to us all
you pick us all up, whenever we fall
you come running whenever we call
you are nature at it's best.
A beautiful creation, standing tall

Thankyou for being you.
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